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Journal of Medical Diagnostic Methods is notable open access 
peer reviewed journal with 25+ million site guests, grounded 
publication board with number of editors around the world, 
famous commentators and creators from regarded foundations and 
colleges and autonomous specialists also who are contributing in the 
journal. We might want to recognize all the patrons including the 
supporting groups (web group, account group, illustrations group, 
organizers) for keeping up the normal issues and praiseworthy 
development of the journal. 

We are all around satisfied to make reference to that the journal 
has effectively distributed 9 volumes and the tenth volume is under 
cycle. For the tenth volume we have gotten various article, among 
them 15 articles were acknowledged at this point for distribution. 
Aside from the full length exploration, survey and unique articles 
the journal is likewise stressing on extra article types, for example, 
monograph, short correspondence, editorial, research banner, 
video abstracts, list of sources, corrigendum, broadened abstracts, 
letter to manager, imminent, assessment article, meeting report, 
single-media distribution, speculation, expanded modified works, 
intelligent key, and so on to upgrade the interests of the writers 
and to give an innovative stage to students. The articles distributed 
in the journal are remembered for ordering inclusion of Google 
researcher, record Copernicus, publons and other such notable 
inclusions and in this manner get great number of references.

Other than this, we are additionally giving promotion stage to the 
organizations/makers engaged with planning and manufacturing 
diagnostic kits, or the foundations, colleges and examination 
focuses that are running seminars on medical diagnosis. We do the 
endeavours to advance and proclaim crafted by singular creator/

donor of the journal and that consequently help the creators in 
overhauling their profiles and furthermore the creators appreciate 
the honour among worldwide crowd. 

Journal of Medical Diagnostic Methods is continually pulling 
in the audience worldwide and now we have gigantic number of 
guests from nations including United States, India, Egypt, New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Bangladesh, Russia, Japan and other such places. 

Journal of Medical Diagnostic Methods has wide extension in the 
field of clinical diagnostic test, computer aided diagnosis, diagnostic 
imaging, electrochemical biosensors, retrospective diagnosis, 
medical indication, medical equipment, use of nanotechnology in 
disease diagnostics and other related elevating fields.

Finally, we might want to thanks the creators, analysts, editors 
and the supporting staff for their thoughtful help and carrying 
the journal to this level. What’s more, we might want to warmly 
welcome analysts, researchers and understudies to contribute in 
the journal. Your benevolent help will be useful in bringing the 
forthcoming volume/issues in booked time.

The original copies got in the journal initially go through primer 
quality check. At that point we continue for peer survey measure in 
which the composition is allocated to very capable and experienced 
commentators. Also, at the same time a composition number 
is appointed to the creator with the goal that he/she can check 
the handling of the original copy by means of Editorial Tracking 
System. After survey measure we take an official conclusion from 
the manager and dependent on the editors’ choice we continue 
further. We are underlined to distribute the original copy in 30-45 
days subsequent to accepting the composition.
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